Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are the most widely used neuroimaging modalities in general and in the neurological intensive care unit (NICU). A complete review of all of the many applications of CT and MRI in NICU patients would be beyond the scope of this review; therefore, in the following section, a clinicoradiographic approach using CT and MRI for the most common neurocritical care conditions is presented. In general, in comparison to patients with neurological diseases in the outpatient or general inpatient setting, CT is obtained much more frequently than MRI in the NICU. As the clinical condition of NICU patients often evolves quickly, thereby
necessitating rapid evaluation and assessment prior to proceeding with medical or neurosurgical interventions, the major advantage of CT over MRI is the speed with which images are obtained. At many centers, portable head CT can be performed at the bedside, reducing risks associated with transport off of the unit and prolonged time lying flat.
Although CT is obtained more frequently, MRI has superior resolution and contrast between normal and abnormal brain; therefore, it can be extremely useful in many conditions. In particular, cytotoxic edema due to cerebral ischemia evolves slowly and is usually undetectable acutely on CT images, whereas acute ischemic changes are easily detected using MR diffusion-weighted sequences. Unfortunately, to obtain an MRI, patients must be laid flat in a narrow tube with a strong magnetic field for a minimum of several minutes, and access to support devices, such as endotracheal tubes, intravenous catheters (IVs), and bedside monitors is limited while the patient is in the scanner. Therefore, careful thought with regard to the anticipated benefit of MR data on patient care versus the risk of obtaining the scan should occur before any critically ill patient is transported to the MRI scanner.
Imaging of Traumatic Brain Injury and Intracranial Hypertension
CT is the imaging modality of choice for the initial evaluation of traumatic brain injury (TBI), and a head CT is typically obtained rapidly in the emergency room after screening and stabilization. Injuries commonly detected on CT include skull and facial fractures, epidural hematoma (EDH), subdural hematoma (SDH), subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), and cerebral contusions 1 (►Fig. 1). Localized and diffuse cerebral edema is also quite common. 2 In contrast to spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhages (ICHs), there are frequently multiple locations and types of ICH in severe TBI. Trauma is the most common etiology for SAH. In contrast to aneurysmal etiologies, traumatic SAH tends to be thin and located at the cerebral convexities. When substantial subarachnoid blood is present in the basal cisterns, it is important to consider the possibility of aneurysm rupture leading to subsequent head trauma and to obtain appropriate angiographic imaging.
3
The presence of cerebral contusions is a hallmark of TBI. As with contusions in other tissues, cerebral contusions are due to damaged, leaking small blood vessels. Contusions frequently start as multiple, small, scattered microhemorrhages with significant surrounding vasogenic edema. Red blood cells and plasma can continue to leak for a significant amount of time after the initial injury, leading to a characteristic delayed hematoma expansion that is often referred to as "blossoming" of the contusion. Due to this tendency to expand, close clinical monitoring and follow-up imaging are indicated in all patients with cerebral contusions. [4] [5] [6] Typically, contusions are located frontally or in the anterior temporal lobes due to the tendency of the free-floating brain to scrape against bony prominences in the anterior and middle cranial fossae during trauma. Again, due to the free-floating nature of the brain within the skull, so-called coup injuries may be seen directly underlying the site of impact, with "contrecoup" contusions located 180 degrees from the impact.
7
The current critical care management of patients with TBI is focused on avoiding secondary injuries, primarily by avoiding elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) and ensuring adequate cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP). Most studies of the treatment and monitoring of intracranial hypertension have been performed in patients with TBI. At present, accurate determination of ICP is dependent on invasive monitors, with CT data often used to guide decision making about monitor placement. In the 2007 Brain Trauma Foundation guidelines, it was recommended that all patients with severe TBI, defined as Glasgow's coma scale 3 to 8, and an abnormal head CT receive ICP monitoring. An abnormal head CT was defined as one that reveals hematomas, contusions, swelling, herniation, or compressed basal cisterns. 8 Since the publication of those guidelines, a randomized controlled trial in several medical centers in Bolivia and Ecuador failed to show that introduction of invasive ICP monitoring improved care in comparison to treatment guided by imaging and clinical examination. In the imaging While specific CT imaging features increase the likelihood of elevated ICP in TBI, no individual or set of features has proven highly sensitive and specific for intracranial hypertension. In an early study of patients in the NIH Traumatic Coma Databank, brain swelling with midline shift and compressed perimesencephalic cisterns were strongly correlated with elevated ICP. 10 In another study, incremental worsening of sulcal effacement, subfalcine herniation, compressed basilar cisterns, and loss of gray-white differentiation were all linearly associated with elevations in ICP. There was also an association between progressively more slit-like ventricles and elevated ICP. 11 This illustrates an important difference in imaging between TBI and various causes of hydrocephalus, in which elevated ICP is associated with progressive enlargement of the ventricles. Some authors have attempted to develop logistic regression models that use multiple CT features to predict elevated ICP. 12 Recently, machine-learning methods utilizing multiple quantitative features derived from automated CT imaging analysis have been used to predict elevated ICP, but none of these methods has yet been validated and adapted into routine clinical practice.
13,14
Several CT grading scales have been proposed, and CT imaging features are also a component of the most widely used prognostic models in TBI. The Marshall et al's CT classification (►Table 1) was proposed in 1991 as a way of identifying patients at greatest risk of developing intracranial hypertension.
It includes four classes of diffuse injury, which is defined as all patients except those with any high or mixed density lesions > 25 mL. The four classes of diffuse injury are based on the presence or absence of compressed basal cisterns and midline shift. Separate categories are included for patients who have a mass lesion > 25 mL, and those who have undergone surgical evacuation of a mass lesion. 15 The Rotterdam score (►Table 2),
first proposed in 2005, demonstrated that performance of the Marshall et al's score for mortality prediction could be improved by rearranging the individual CT characteristics, including more detailed differentiation of cisternal compression, and assigning points for the presence of EDH and intraventricular blood/ traumatic SAH. One point is added to the total to maintain the 1 to 6 categorization of the original Marshall et al's score.
16
In contrast to other common TBIs, which are typically readily identifiable on CT, diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is frequently occult on CT and is much more easily visualized with MRI. DAI is caused by the widespread shearing of axons due primarily to rotational forces. DAI is most commonly located in subcortical white matter at the gray-white junction, particularly in the frontal and temporal lobes. The corpus callosum is the second most commonly affected region followed by the brain stem, where white matter tracts in the dorsolateral midbrain and upper pons are most commonly injured. When present, DAI often occurs in multiple regions and may be extremely widespread. Macroscopic bleeding is present in approximately 20% of lesions, and these may be visible on CT as petechial hemorrhages within white matter tracts.
17,18
In contrast to CT, MRI can detect nonhemorrhagic DAI and is therefore a much more sensitive test. Consequently, MRI should be considered in all stable patients with a severe and 19 As a small amount of bleeding is frequently present, imaging sequences with a high sensitivity for the detection of hemosiderin and other iron-containing hemoglobin breakdown products, such as gradient echo (GRE) and susceptibility-weighted (SW) sequences, are also useful to detect the presence of DAI in both the acute and chronic phases. 20 In one series, 23% of DAI lesions were detected as a focal hypointensity on GRE did not have any corresponding DWI or T2/FLAIR changes. 19 Using all of these MRI modalities improves the detection of DAI, but MRI remains an imperfect tool for detecting all areas of microscopic axonal injury. Diffuse tensor imaging works in a similar fashion to DWI by detecting areas where the diffusion of water molecules along axons is restricted, and has been used extensively as a research tool to identify DAI and correlate it with neurological outcome.
21-23

Imaging of Aneurysmal Subarachnoid Hemorrhage
CT is the initial imaging modality of choice in all patients presenting with suspected SAH due to ruptured intracranial aneurysm, which classically presents following a "thunderclap headache," the abrupt onset of the worst headache of one's life, frequently associated with photophobia, nausea/ vomiting, nuchal rigidity, and altered mentation. When performed in the first 6 hours after symptom onset, the current generation of CT scanners were found to have a sensitivity of 98.7% (95% confidence interval: 97.1-99.4%) for detection of SAH, in a recent large systematic review.
24
The sensitivity has been reported to approach 100% in the first 5 days in other case series, but is thought to substantially decrease at later timeframes. 25 As the sensitivity of CT decreases over time and occasional early false negatives have been reported, current guidelines recommend performing lumbar punctures to evaluate for xanthochromia when clinical suspicion remains after a negative head CT. 26 Some authors have reported improved detection of small SAHs with MRI, particularly in patients with a delayed presentation. Consequently, depending on the degree of clinical suspicion, MRI remains an option prior to pursuing LP, but false negatives also occur.
27-29
Trauma remains the leading cause of SAH, but traumatic SAH is typically readily identifiable by a predominantly convexity hematoma in the setting of known trauma. In contrast, aneurysmal SAH is much more likely to present with diffuse subarachnoid blood with a substantial component in the basal cisterns and sometimes in the ventricles (►Fig. 2). Patients with SAH frequently lose consciousness at the time of ictus and may strike their head or, if they are driving, may experience a motor vehicle collision. Consequently, an aneurysmal etiology should always be considered when a patient presents with trauma and is found to have diffuse SAH with prominent cisternal involvement. Depending on the location of rupture and the direction of the jet of arterial blood, intraparenchymal hemorrhage may occur and is often suggestive of aneurysm location. Classically, a ruptured aneurysm at the bifurcation of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) may present with a large temporal intraparenchymal hematoma with minimal blood in the Sylvian fissure.
29 Intraventricular blood is present in nearly 20% of cases and SDH may also occur.
30
In general, the spontaneous presence of cisternal blood is strongly suggestive of intracranial aneurysm rupture. However, a syndrome of nonaneurysmal perimesencephalic hemorrhage is well known and defined principally by its imaging features. In perimesencephalic SAH, blood is generally located in the cisterns anterior to the midbrain and pons, but can also be isolated to the quadrigeminal cistern. Blood may distribute into the third and fourth ventricles, but significant intraventricular or intraparenchymal hemorrhage should not be present. Although this distribution of hemorrhage can be due to a ruptured basilar artery aneurysm, an aneurysm is not present on angiography and patients generally have a benign course, without development of delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI). Rarely, obstructive hydrocephalus may occur necessitating ventriculostomy placement. The etiology of this syndrome is unknown, but given its relatively benign nature, a venous rupture is suspected.
29
The amount of subarachnoid blood on initial imaging has long been recognized as a major risk factor for the development of DCI, and several CT grading scales have been developed to quantify this risk. In 1980, Fisher et al described a four-point scale based on subarachnoid hematoma thickness and the presence of intraparenchymal or intraventricular blood (►Table 3). Group 1 had no blood present on CT. Group 2 had thin, diffuse SAH without any vertical layers of hematoma more than 1 mm in thickness. Group 3 showed thick clots in the basal cisterns or hematoma of more than 1 mm vertical thickness, and had by far the highest incidence of clinical vasospasm. Group 4 consisted of the small number of patients who had either intraventricular or intraparenchymal hematoma without significant supratentorial subarachnoid blood.
31
A modified Fisher's scale that addresses some of the deficiencies of the original scale was proposed in 2001 by Claassen et al (►Table 3). The initial Fisher's scale identified thick clot as a major risk factor for DCI, but did not include any additive risk of intraventricular or intraparenchymal hemorrhage, which were considered to constitute a separate class. The modified Fisher's scale ranges from 0 to 4, with higher scores corresponding to greater DCI risk. Grade 0 patients have no SAH or IVH. Grade 1 has thin SAH and no IVH in both lateral ventricles, while grade 2 patients have thin SAH with IVH in both lateral ventricles. Grade 3 patients are those with thick SAH and no IVH in both lateral ventricles, while grade 4 patients have thick SAH with IVH in both lateral ventricles. Thick SAH is defined as hematoma filling ! 1 cistern or fissure. 32 An SAH sum score,
proposed by Hijdra et al in 1990, was also found to strongly correlate with DCI. It is slightly more cumbersome to calculate than the Fisher's or modified Fisher's scores, but permits more precise quantification of the amount of subarachnoid blood. In this score, each of 10 basal cisterns and fissures as well as all four ventricles were assigned a score of 0 to 3 based on the quantity of blood in each one. The resulting score ranges from 0 to 42 and has been shown to be a better predictor of radiographic vasospasm than the modified Fisher's scale.
33,34
Imaging of Spontaneous Intracerebral Hemorrhages
Patients with spontaneous (ICH) typically present with the acute onset of focal neurological deficits in a similar manner to ischemic stroke, though headache also occurs in slightly more than half patients with ICH. CT is the initial imaging modality of choice for all individuals presenting with the acute onset of neurological deficits, and it readily identifies acute ICH as a hyperdense mass lesion within the parenchyma. Approximately one-third of ICHs will significantly expand after initial presentation, mostly commonly within the first hour; therefore, a follow-up CT is typically performed. [35] [36] [37] The size and location of hemorrhage on initial CT, along with the clinical history, provide important clues about the underlying etiology.
Spontaneous ICH is considered to be either primary or secondary. Progressive vascular injury in response to hypertension is the most common cause of primary ICH and ICH in general. Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) is the other principal etiology of primary ICH. Compared with patients with CAA, hypertensive hemorrhages are more likely to be smaller, in a deep location, and occur in younger patients with a relevant past medical history. The caudate and putamen are the most common locations of hypertensive hemorrhages, followed by the thalamus, cerebellum, and pons. 38 Hemorrhages due to CAA are more likely to be lobar and tend to occur more frequently in the occipital and parietal lobes. Secondary causes of ICH are due to an underlying vascular malformation or structural lesion. Arteriovenous malformations (AVMs), cavernous malformations, dural AV fistulas, (dAVF), and aneurysms all can result in spontaneous ICH. Hemorrhages due to an underlying aneurysm usually have at least a small subarachnoid component, which should result in prompt investigations to rule out aneurysm, particularly in young patients with frontal or temporal hematomas.
39
Hemorrhages due to underlying dAVF are more likely to include SAH in the cerebral convexity. In general, vascular imaging is indicated to rule out underlying vascular malformation in patients presenting with spontaneous ICH. Catheter angiography should be considered if an underlying small aneurysm or dural AVF is suspected.
40
Underlying brain tumor is the other important cause of secondary ICH, which can occur in up to 10% of primary and metastatic tumors. Certain tumors have a greater propensity to bleed. Among primary brain tumors, glioblastoma and oligodendroglioma are associated with the greatest frequency of ICH. For metastatic tumors, melanoma, renal cell, thyroid, and choriocarcinomas are particularly likely to present with ICH. 39, 41 Intratumoral hemorrhage can sometimes present with a blood/fluid level on CT or can be identified by the presence of hyperdense hematoma within or adjacent to a contrast-enhancing mass. Some authors have described an either hypodense or hyperdense tumor core visible within the clot, and the presence of significant early surrounding edema as important clues to underlying tumor on noncontrast CT.
42,43
Although CT is the imaging modality of choice for initial detection and acute follow-up for hematoma expansion, MRI is extremely useful for evaluating the underlying etiology and for detecting subacute or chronic hemorrhages. In particularly, the likelihood of CAA increases if small hemorrhages (microbleeds) are detected on sequences with high sensitivity for hemoglobin break-down products. As iron remains present in areas of prior hemorrhage, GRE and SW sequences have excellent sensitivity for detecting remote hemorrhages. According to Boston criteria, a diagnosis of probable CAA can be made when multiple hemorrhages in lobar, cortical, or corticosubcortical regions are detected on MRI in a patient older than 55 years. 44 In general, contrast-enhanced MRI is preferred for detecting tumors. As a large ICH can obscure an underlying tumor, repeating an MRI in delayed fashion after hematoma resolution may permit tumor detection. Also, MRI is much more sensitive for detecting cavernous malformations, which frequently have a characteristic "popcorn" appearance on T2-weighted images, reflecting blood components in various stages of degradation, and are also readily visible on GRE and SW sequences.
38
Angiographic Imaging in the ICU
Although conventional digital subtraction angiography (DSA) remains the gold standard for detecting cerebrovascular pathology, CT angiographic (CTA) and MR angiographic (MRA) images are increasingly superseding conventional angiography for many NICU conditions. It should be noted that conventional DSA is an invasive procedure that carries an approximately 2% risk of stroke or transient ischemic attack (TIA). 45 CTA has the advantage of rapid acquisition, but does expose patients to radiation and potentially nephrotoxic iodinated contrast. MRA with gadolinium contrast avoids radiation and is not nephrotoxic, though nephrogenic systemic fibrosis can rarely occur in patients with impaired renal function. Time-of-flight angiographic images can be obtained without gadolinium and provide good visualization of proximal arteries. In the detection of ruptured aneurysms, one recent systematic review identified 50 studies where the sensitivity of CTA ranged from 86 to 100% in comparison with conventional angiography. The pooled sensitivity was 98% and specificity was 100%. However, evidence of publication bias was also noted, which may have resulted in an overestimate of the sensitivity. 46 In contrast, a more recent large single-center case series reported that the sensitivity of CTA in the setting of acute SAH was only 70.7% overall, and was 57.6% for aneurysms less than 5 mm. 47 Current SAH guidelines state that CTA may be considered as part of the initial work-up, as identification of an aneurysm on CTA will guide future treatment planning. However, if CTA is inconclusive, a DSA should be obtained.
26
Because of its long acquisition time and low sensitivity for small aneurysms, MRA is generally not recommended for the acute evaluation of SAH. However, because it avoids radiation and iodinated contrast exposure, MRA is widely used as a screening tool in asymptomatic individuals.
29
Less data are available regarding the sensitivity of detection for AVMs. However, one series found that the sensitivity for detecting ruptured AVMs was 87% for CTA, 83% for T2-weighted MRI, and 77% for MRA in comparison to DSA. The sensitivities for unruptured AVMs were 96, 97, and 71%, respectively.
48
Based on the index of suspicion for an underlying vascular abnormality, a CTA is generally sufficient as a screening tool for patients presenting with spontaneous ICH. The presence of contrast extravasation within the hematoma on CT angiogram is termed the "spot sign," and is strongly associated with an increased probability of significant hematoma expansion and worsened neurological outcome 49 (►Fig. 3). If SAH, abnormal vessels, or another reason to clinically suspect a vascular malformation is present, DSA should be considered. Prominent early vasogenic edema, location next to a dural sinus, hyperdensity within a venous sinus on noncontrast CT, or absence of sinus opacification on contrasted CT should prompt venous imaging with MR or CT venogram. Aside from the initial evaluation of hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke, angiographic imaging is also widely used to diagnose cerebral vasospasm in aneurysmal SAH. The relationship between angiographic vasospasm and DCI is complex and a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this article. However, angiographic narrowing visualized on CTA or DSA occurs in up to 70% of patients with aneurysmal SAH, and has not consistently been correlated with poor outcome. Less than half of patients with radiographic vasospasm will develop clinical signs of DCI and, in up to 15% of cases, DCI can occur in the absence of radiographic vasospasm.
50,51 Nonetheless, new unexplained decline in the level of consciousness or focal neurological deficit is much more likely to be due to DCI when angiographic vasospasm is present. Initial screening with CTA is often employed, but if the clinical suspicion for DCI is high, some patients will immediately undergo catheter angiography. In this case, the presence of radiographic vasospasm can be diagnosed and immediately treated with the direct injection of vasodilatory agents, such This document was downloaded for personal use only. Unauthorized distribution is strictly prohibited.
as nicardipine or milrinone, into spasmed arteries. In extreme cases, balloon angioplasty may be employed to open up severely narrowed vessels.
26,52
Neurocritical Care Applications of Perfusion Imaging
Various radiological methods for assessing cerebral blood flow (CBF) have been widely used in neurocritical care research, and have been particularly useful in understanding the interaction between brain injury and cerebral autoregulation. Positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) were frequently used in earlier research studies, and PET has been trialed as a patient selection method for extracranial-intracranial bypass surgery. 53 However, in NICU clinical practice, the use of nuclear medicine perfusion studies is primarily limited to the verification of brain death. Brain perfusion scintigraphy for the diagnosis of brain death typically utilizes technetium-99m. Although three-dimensional SPECT images may better visualize the cerebellum and brain stem, where thyroid and salivary gland perfusion may mimic intracranial blood flow, these typically require patient transport, which may be challenging for unstable patients. Twodimensional static images can be obtained rapidly at the patient bedside, and the finding of a "hollow" nonperfused skull is considered to be 100% specific for brain death.
54
Beyond nuclear medicine perfusion studies, the advent of CT-and MR-based perfusion techniques have significantly expanded the role of perfusion imaging in clinical practice. CT perfusion requires slightly more radiation than conventional noncontrast CTs, but significantly less than PETor SPECT. 55 Both CT and MR perfusion are increasingly being used for selecting acute stroke patients most likely to benefit from endovascular thrombolysis. [56] [57] [58] However, in the ICU setting, perfusion scans are primarily used to evaluate for DCI in SAH. Given its rapid acquisition time, wide availability, and low cost, CT perfusion is the more commonly used modality, but both CT and MR perfusion are endorsed in recent guidelines.
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CT perfusion works by acquiring spiral CT images, while iodinated contrast passes through the cerebral vasculature. The propagation of density changes in individual voxels during the passage of contrast is used to quantify mean transit time (MTT), CBF, and cerebral blood volume (CBV) in regions of interest. The total CBV in a region of interest is equal to the CBF times the MTT. Regions with impaired perfusion due to cerebral vasospasm are expected to show decreased CBF and increased MTT, though absolute thresholds consistent with DCI have not been defined, and likely vary between scanners and institutions. 55, 59 Some small, single-center studies have suggested that CT perfusion is more sensitive and specific for diagnosing DCI than CTA alone. 60 However, perfusion deficits occur more frequently in areas where severe vasospasm is present on CTA and the two tests are frequently performed together. [61] [62] [63] Consequently, the exact role for CT perfusion in addition to CTA and DSA is unclear, and institutional protocols vary significantly.
Functional MRI
In contrast to structural MRI, functional MRI (fMRI) techniques are not widely used in neurocritical care practice, though they are frequently used as research tools in relevant disease processes. fMRI measures changes in blood oxygen level dependent signals to brain regions as a surrogate for changes in regional brain activity related to cognitive tasks, and can also be used to detect networks of highly connected brain regions. Recent work has found a correlation between functional connectivity in default mode networks and levels of consciousness. 64 Another study identified several patients, previously thought to be in a persistent vegetative state, where fMRI was used to detect voluntary modulation of brain activity in response to instructions. 65 In the future, it may be possible to use fMRI to assess and predict recovery of consciousness, but at present, such applications remain investigative.
Ultrasound in Neurocritical Care
Bedside ultrasound is increasingly being incorporated into intensive care practice. In neurocritical care, transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasonography has long been used for several cerebrovascular applications. In addition, bedside ultrasonography can rapidly provide neurointensivists with valuable information about cardiopulmonary sequelae of neurological disease.
Transcranial Doppler Ultrasonography
TCD ultrasound has a multitude of applications in critically ill patients including the detection of vasospasm, particularly in aneurysmal SAH, detection of stenosis or occlusion in acute stroke patients, detection of "right-to-left" intracardiac shunting, assessment of collateral flow pathways, and of vasomotor reactivity. 66 TCD is very operator dependent, requiring the operator to adjust to varying anatomy and other circumstances that can interfere with accurate and usable data collection. Though the specific TCD equipment can vary, it typically consists of a 1-to 5-MHz transducer with M-mode and spectral Doppler capabilities. TCD provides a noninvasive and relatively risk-free means of determining blood flow velocity through several intracranial and extracranial vessels, making it a useful tool in screening for vasospasm in aneurysmal SAH patients (►Fig. 4). 67 Changes in vessel's lumen diameter are inversely proportional to the velocity of blood flow through the vessel, allowing for an inferred method to detect vasospasm. In comparison reviews utilizing conventional angiography, mean flow velocities of more than 120 cm/s in the MCA correlated with significant vasospasm on angiography with a sensitivity of 77.2%; likewise, average MCA velocities of more than 200 cm/s correlated with more than 50% narrowing of the vessels lumen on angiography. 67, 68 The use of TCD has allowed physicians to predict which patients are at greatest risk for developing DCI. Of note, the majority of patients who develop vasospasm will not experience delayed ischemic symptoms, and, rarely, DCI can develop in the absence of large-vessel vasospasm. However, the development of new neurological deficits in conjunction with vasospasm on TCD increases the likelihood that DCI is present. Hyperdynamic states are common in aneurysmal SAH and an important confounder of velocities on TCD. To help eliminate this, the ratio of the MCA to extracranial ICA, also termed the "Lindegaard ratio" can be helpful. MCA/ICA mean velocity ratios of more than 3.0 have been reported to be highly sensitive for angiographic vasospasm.
68
High-intensity transient signals (HITSs) are another useful feature of TCD. Thromboses, gaseous bubbles, and/or particulate matter larger than erythrocytes will reflect ultrasonic waves more intensely, which is the basis for HITS and its ability to identify real-time embolic events. These emboli can often be identified by sound, as the HITS frequently make a clicking or chirping sound.
69 TCD has a similar sensitivity and specificity for detecting right-to-left intracardiac shunting as transesophageal echocardiography, and can be completed without the need for sedation or additional invasive maneuvers aside from injection of agitated saline from a peripheral IV. 70, 71 The combination of both techniques has been reported to be 100% sensitive for identifying both intraand extracardiac right-to-left shunts.
72
The use of TCD ultrasonography in the verification of basilar artery flow in those patients with a clinically suspected basilar artery occlusion appears to be useful only for proximal occlusions. The overall sensitivity was 72% with a specificity of 94%; however, the sensitivity is weak for distal occlusions, limiting its usefulness in the context of basilar artery syndromes and should not be relied upon as a single modality to exclude basilar artery occlusions.
73,74
Bedside Ultrasound Evaluation of Neurocardiogenic Injury
Cardiomyopathies are a well-documented complication of severe neurologic injury, occurring in up to 17% of neurologically injured patients. Having a way to rapidly assess the level of injury and accurately assess ejection fraction can impact the management of neurologic injury, most notably in situations involving vasospasm management following aneurysmal SAH. The typical presentation of neurocardiogenic injury on bedside ultrasound involves hypokinesis from apical wall motion abnormalities that tend to spare the base. Approximately 65% of patients will present in this fashion, though other regional wall motion abnormalities remain common. Another 26% of patients have right ventricular involvement.
75 Diagnostic criteria for stress-induced cardiomyopathy, also known as Takotsubo's cardiomyopathy, have been proposed (►Table 4).
76
Bedside Ultrasound for Pulmonary Edema
Lung ultrasound (LUS) has proved to be a valuable tool for the bedside evaluation of multiple pulmonary-related conditions in critically ill patients. One of the most commonly encountered conditions in the ICU is alveolar pulmonary edema. LUS evaluation provides a rapid assessment based on the presence of "B-lines" or "comet-tail" artifacts, which are suggestive of alveolar pulmonary edema (►Fig. 5). 77 Ultrasound changes suggestive of pulmonary edema can precede radiographic changes, and may be useful to guide fluid management for SAH patients receiving hemodynamic augmentation for cerebral vasospasm. 78 Three or more B-lines is generally considered to be consistent with pulmonary edema. The presence of B-lines does not differentiate the type of pulmonary edema (cardiogenic vs. neurogenic vs. others). The mechanism for neurogenic pulmonary edema has not been well elucidated; however, there appears to be a strong association with the level of sympathetic activation and catecholamine release. The incidence is also unknown, but studies have suggested that somewhere between 2 and 43% of acutely neurologically injured patients have some degree of neurogenic pulmonary edema. Some disorders, such as sudden unexplained death in epilepsy have between 80 and 100% of individuals showing signs of neurogenic pulmonary edema at autopsy. However, comprehensive checklists for neurocritical care patients have not been published. In many NICUs, portable head CTs are employed to decrease the risks of patient transport, and some single-center studies have suggested that these devices decrease the risk of complications and minimize physiological abnormalities. 84, 85 In the case of MRI scanning, neurocritical care physicians should carefully weigh the risks of patient transport with the immediate benefit of obtaining MRI data. MRI scans require patients to remain flat for significantly longer periods than CT, and the patient's airway is difficult to access while in the scanner. In addition, due to the strong magnetic field, some important monitoring devices, such as intraparenchymal ICP monitors, may result in significant artifact or may not be compatible. Consequently, MRI should be deferred in patients with unstable hemodynamics or oxygenation, significant risk of intracranial hypertension, or high risk of loss of airway protective reflexes.
Conclusion
The care provided for patients in the neurointensive care unit is comprehensive, and imaging remains an integral part of providing such care. In many instances, imaging allows for rapid and even at-the-bedside clinical decision making that can dramatically impact the outcome of patients. CT remains the most robust and utilized imaging modality in neurointensive care units due to its speed, the broad structural information it can provide, and relative safety profile. Structural MRI is also widely used, though its utility remains somewhat limited as its time and positioning requirements mandate careful selection of critically ill patients for which it would be a safe imaging modality. Functional imaging techniques such as those used in fMRI and nuclear medicine studies are primarily used in research, but can provide additional objective information for families in the determination of brain function/death. Formal and bedside ultrasonography has solidified itself in the critical care realm for its rapid assessment negating the need to place patients at risk during transport, avoidance of radiation, and cost-effectiveness. Its limitations remain in the experience of the operator/interpreter. Nevertheless, its utility is likely to increase in the years ahead as its useful applications continue to expand. 
